
Introduction
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Welcome to the “Imagine the Possibilities” Workshop.  
Although the primary objective of this workshop is the 
operation of the Virtual Backgrounds System, we have also 
integrated some marketing ideas, lighting, posing, plus 
instructions for creating your own backgrounds, along with 
so much more.  This background system is important to 
helping your business succeed by enabling you to 
differentiate yourself from other photographers.  It is a 
powerful and important tool to help you be more creative, 
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There is a tremendous amount of information in this work 
book.  It is a guide to the actual simplicity of the projected 
Virtual Backgrounds System along with the necessary 
procedure of its use.  Just like your camera manual.... a lot 
of information is made available, but it is your choice to 
learn all the information or just enough to get by.  There is a 
lot of depth for those who want to know all the details of 
this system.  Projected backgrounds can be used 
successfully by minimally trained production 
photographers as well as high level portrait artists.  It is up 
to you to choose the level that works for you.

continued
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This workshop is for you!  Ask any question that comes to 
mind, even if you feel it might be silly or embarrassing.  
Virtual Backgrounds is an extremely robust concept and 
there are answers for just about any issue.  Issues that may 
seem complex to the photographer, can be addressed and 
answered with relative ease in almost all cases.  You will 
see just how powerful this tool can be when you use this 
system properly.

There is a lot to cover in a short period of time, so please 
make notes in this workbook for future reference.  You will 

want you to feel that this is one of the most important 
workshops you have ever attended.

continued
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So, let’s get started.....

Do You Know What it takes to be a 
Professional Photographer? 
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They provide clients with quality products and services

They are licensed and pay business taxes ....  Including 
Sales Tax
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Their pricing allows the handling of any situation that 
affects the professional capacity to do the job

A Professional Photographer does more than just click the 
shutter

bookkeeper, marketer, artist, phone operator, handyman 
and maid.
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What do we expect from ourselves?

What do our clients expect from us?

To provide good service and products
To be honest and reliable
To give good service and be paid appropriately

To get good services and products
To get honesty and reliability
To get good value for their money

Expectations of a Professional 
Photographer
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Do you know who... your competition is?
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Are you similar to your competition?

Do you do only location photography?
Do you work out of a Studio or your home?

What do you do, to make yourself different 
from your competition?

How to Differentiate Yourself from 
Your Competition

Do you use the latest in Technology?

Don’t try to appeal to everyone. Do what you do best.
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Know your market and who you are targeting.

Ask questions.... make your clients understand that you 

It is riskier to do what everyone else is doing, instead of 
being different.

Ways to Differentiate Yourself 
from Your Competition
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Setting Ourselves Apart
From Our Competition

What do your clients need to know about you to realize that 
they are dealing with a Professional Photographer?
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needs?  Do you share your ideas with them?
Clients want more than pictures, they want a great 
experience and story.... Do you provide that?
Are you dealing with clients that have the ability and 
willingness to pay?

WHAT makes YOU.....“DIFFERENT”
from everyone else?

Ever have your client tell you that the pictures you 
took were beautiful and say....

Is this how you want your clients to perceive your 
work...the camera being the only factor?

“you must have a really good camera”!

Ways to Differentiate Yourself 
from Your Competition
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Ways to Differentiate Yourself
from Your Competition Include:

Backgrounds make your work stand out because of your 
variety and creativity

Locations are wonderful.... unfortunately they are not unique 
to only you......others will use them as well or even better 
than you.

Think about what makes your work 
different from everyone else’s.

Good lighting, Posing and a variety of backgrounds
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Suggestions to be different from everybody else!

Don’t be just a picture taker.... Be the visionary!

Ways to Differentiate Yourself
from Your Competition

Photographic Artist, not a picture taker.

Don’t react to price questions with direct answers, but 
instead, talk about the vision of what they are seeking.
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Let us show you how to “standout” 
from others with

Virtual Backgrounds
13

The Background..... A Powerful 

The background is the single most powerful means to 
convey the feeling of the image.

It enables the photographer to be more creative with 
lighting and posing.
A VB System enables more creativity...which can increase 
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WHAT IS VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS?
A Background Projection System utilizing a special projector, 

The results are instantly available with the quality of the 
results being phenomenal.
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This enables the photographer to see both the subject and 

Used by many talented
Photographers such as:

Joseph & Louise Simone’, Richard Sturdevant, Trevon 
Baker, Cindy Cofer, Don Blair, Lora Yeater, Mark McCall, 

Elma Flores, Lori Lens and many others...

Here are some images from these 
and other talented photographers....
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Virtual Backgrounds Gallery of Images
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Virtual Backgrounds Gallery of Images
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Virtual Backgrounds Gallery of Images

The “Key to Success” is being different 
from other professionals and the amateurs 

Backgrounds make your work stand out because of variety and 
creativity

Locations are wonderful.... BUT everyone else also goes to the 
same place.

THINKING DIFFERENT makes your work 
DIFFERENT from your competition.

 Combining good lighting and Posing with the variety of 
backgrounds
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Be different with your equipment, studio, style and your business 
practices ..... be highly professional.
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WHAT DOES THE SYSTEM COST?

The initial cost of the VB system is about the same as a large variety of 
muslin and painted canvases. A basic VB system can start at $4500 and 
can go up, depending on options.

To have more variety.... you have to purchase more muslins and canvases
With more muslins and canvases, storage space becomes critical to the ease 
and operation of your studio
More time is needed to set up or change the muslins and or canvases

So what is the difference?

However there are differences.....

All of this equates into a lot of continuous costs... time and cash
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If you are familiar with polystyrene sets as props and backgrounds.....
.....then you know their cost can be upwards of $5,000.00-14,000.00 for a 
single set

Thus, giving you a very limited variety for a lot of money....

When you have the Virtual Backgrounds System....the cost of 
backgrounds (Slides) comes down to about $1 - $10 each

You have the ability to make backgrounds
yourself and save even more money

The Difference......
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You have the ability to change backgrounds
in seconds instead of minutes
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What’s more.....
You still use your former backgrounds by creating slides of
the backgrounds....

...Then sell your muslins and canvases to recoup some of the
money you have already invested in their initial purchase

An additional bonus:  No more storage problems with muslins,
canvases, and polystyrene sets.

You have restrictions, responsibilities, and similarities for location
shooting, but not so with the VB Backgrounds System.
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This responsibility protects your clientele from situations such as 
those stated in the article that follows.

A Professional Photographers Responsibility on location.....
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Professional Responsibility
Posted on October 1, 2012  courtesy of blog.blackriverimaging.com

Recently, I was sitting in the chair at my salon on Historic Commercial Street 

really did not think anything about his presence in the salon until I heard 
“photographers” come out of his mouth, then my ears perked up.

I asked my stylist what they were talking about.

You see, Historic Commercial Street is an urban photographers dream, old 
buildings made from sun baked bricks, active railroad tracks, alley ways, 
awesome doors, etc.  But what my stylist had to say about what 
photographers were doing during their sessions made me cringe.

That day I heard stories of photographers putting children on the active 
railroad tracks, writing on the sun baked bricks with chalk, standing in the 
middle of the street, all for the sake of an image.

Article
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I’m sure most of you are thinking, ‘I’ve done that.’ or ‘What’s the big deal?’

Well.... these are big deals.  Historic or old buildings were made with 
sunbaked bricks that were baked, dried, or hardened by exposure to sunlight. 
These bricks are extremely porous and will ‘stain’.  In the photograph that 
follows, an unknown photographer used chalk to write on the side of one of 
the historic buildings on Commercial Street.  This has been on the building 
since May.  Approximately 5 months.  It looks like it was drawn yesterday.

In regards to placing clients on railroad tracks, whether or not the tracks are 
active, it is illegal.  Railroad tracks are owned by the railroad.  The second 
someone steps onto the track, they are trespassing on private property.  Is 
any image worth endangering your client or receiving a ticket?

Professional Responsibility
Posted on October 1, 2012  courtesy of blog.blackriverimaging.com              continued...
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As photographers (and yes I am a photographer too), I believe we need to 
think about our professional responsibility to clients and our surroundings.

Would you enter a home of a client for a family session, move their furniture 
for the session, then leave without putting everything back in its place?  
Would you go into a church, move a few pews because they are in the way, 
and not move them back into position before the ceremony begins?

We have to act responsibly.  We need to think before we act because if we 
don’t, our ability to photograph pretty much anywhere we want, will be taken 
from us.

Let’s let our actions speak louder than our images.

Are you acting responsibly?

continued...

An incredible solution for 
church directories....

INCREASING BUSINESS

28Being different from Lifetouch....
22
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An incredible solution for Fund 
Raisers....

An “Enchanted Fairies” 
Calendar...
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INCREASING BUSINESS

A Marketing Solution for Charitable
Fund Raisers....

A DVD set, created by 
Dan Gutier includes 
everything needed to plan 
a  Charity Fundraiser!
Available for purchase 
through Virtual 
Backgrounds!
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INCREASING BUSINESS
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Daniel and Oscar donating $19,642.95 to Charity
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Virtual Backgrounds Systems
at work!
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VB Optima 

The Ultimate in Virtual 
   Background Projectors

Maximum Power & 
   Flexibility

Digital Power Readout

Maximum Angle of View

Image Enhancement System
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VB Express

The Most Portable and
   Affordable Background
   Projector

Completely Self Contained

Perfect for School, Church
   and Event Photography

Sets up in minutes

Image Enhancement System
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Part  2

35

Technical Considerations
of

Getting Started

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
The greatest equipment will not help you without you 

Know your equipment..... play with it, learn it well

Being comfortable with your equipment allows you to 
be more creative

Try new ideas.... they may just work

Amaze your clients with how fast and creative you can be 
with the equipment.
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The VB Projectors
VB Optima VB Express VB Express

Wide Vue

PREPARING THE CAMERA
Alignment rings come in

different sizes for different lenses, but 

inside this lens tunnel
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Ring
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The Quick Release Mounting Plate (part of 
system), must be used.  If changed, alignment 

will be a problem
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Allen head wrenches are supplied 
with each system. But purchasing 
a multi-wrench as shown, kept in 

your projector case, is quicker 
and easier to use when needed.

The Quick Release Mounting top plate must be mounted on the bottom of 
camera with a special allen head bolt.  For alignment purposes, tighten lightly 
with wrench.  This will allow you to still twist the camera side to side for the 
alignment.  Once aligned, carfully remove the camera, then tighten the 
mounting screw holding the camera to the mounting plate with an Allen 
wrench, being sure not to over tighten.
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Camera Mount Screw
(allen head)
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Adjustment to move the camera forward when attached to the Quick Release 
Mounting plate is underneath the frame rail. The large set-screw allows the 
camera assembly to move forward and backward. The small silver set-screw 
allows the assembly to move side to side and has an alignment scribe for 
repositioning, but this is usually not necessary.  Do not loosen the silver set-
screw unless absolutely necessary.
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As already stated.... Do not loosen unless absolutely necessary.  Since the 
camera mount screw is only lightly tightened, then any side to side alignment 
can be done by slightly twisting the camera. Once the alignment procedure is 
done, be sure to tighten the mounting screw  with the Allen wrench, being sure 
not to over tighten.
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Camera Mount Screw
(allen head)

Do not loosen unless 
absolutely necessary
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Camera Rotation for Horizontal and Vertical
The camera platform rotates from horizontal to vertical.  It can rotate 360 degrees. 
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Rotate by the frame...NOT by twisting the camera which can 
mess up alignment!

Align the lens just short of the Lens Tunnel
and it will look like this.

Camera moved 
forward with smooth
transition into lens 

barrel!

EVEN SPACING
with light coming

in evenly

EVEN SPACING
with light coming

in evenly

EVEN SPACING
with light coming

in evenly

EVEN SPACING
with light coming

in evenly 44

Above
Left

Above
Right

Below
Left

Below
Right
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Another way to check your alignment.

By moving the Camera forward to where it is 

is even.
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Align the lens with the lens tunnel 
so that it smoothly moves in and 
out of the tunnel.  Make up and 

down adjustments by loosening the 
handle below and moving the plate 

up and down.
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With the VB Express
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Possible issues in alignment
Side view of lens face being 

parallel with the lens 
barrel....VERY IMPORTANT!
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Mounts for Telephoto lenses are not precision
parts and can compromise alignment!

Possible issues in alignment
Alignment adjustment 

assembly on the Optima and 
VB Scene Machine

48

Set screws that hold the 
beamsplitter in place

Alignment adjustment 
thumbscrew

and
thumbscrew lock.
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Possible issues in alignment

49

The edge shadow that can sometimes show up in or around your subject is 
usually caused by camera misalignment.  If the camera is not centered then 
you will have an edge shadow.  Adding an accent light will help with light fall 
off that appears to be an edge shadow.

Black line
(shadow) from improper 

alignment

Black line is not as prominent 
because of the darker 

background

Alignment Issues: Edge shadow &
how to control

50

Causes of edge shadow

around the outer edge of the subject.

2.  Alignment of the lens to the projector.... Left and Right, Up and Down

3.  Spacing the lens from the beam splitter.  The ideal situation is having the 
camera lens close to the beam splitter and the projector lens further away.

4.  Subject from the screen and camera.

Screen
3-4 feet

Subject

CAMERA/PROJECTOR
6-8 feet

49
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Possible issues in alignment
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Still another minor issue in apparent edge shadow is dark 
skin.  If you are lighting your subject entirely from the front, light 
will fall off around the subject’s body creating what may appear 
to be a shadow.  It is not a shadow. It is the edge of the skin that 
is getting much less light from the side than it is from the front.  
When working in a natural environment, a subject is surrounded 
with light.  When working in a studio with frontal lighting only, 
nearly all of the light comes from the front, so there is no side or 
back lighting which can cause the appearance of this shadow.  

from above and/or from the sides.

Possible issues in alignment
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Edge shadow can be caused by a variety of factors such as frontal lighting and 
positioning of the subject too far in front of the background in relation to the 
positioning of the subject to the camera.

Ideally the subject should be 3-4 feet from the screen, the camera should be 
6-8 or more feet from the subject. Camera should be twice as far from the 
subject as the subject is from the background.  If this is not the case, shadows 
are possible.

2. Frontal lighting.  When shooting outside, light is coming from all directions, 
some light stronger than other light from a different direction, which makes 
shadows lighter than what you would have indoors.  When indoors, light is 
coming from one direction (usually a frontal type of lighting) unless other 
lighting is implemented.  This actually causes a shadow on the edge of 
clothing that is sometimes blamed on the VB System.  The truth is ... this 
happens with or without the VB System and this is because LIGHT ONLY 
TRAVELS IN A STRAIGHT LINE,  not around corners. 
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Possible issues in alignment

53

 When lighting your subject there are curves or corners that the light cannot 
reach.  Many photographers talk about “wrap around lighting” but, there is no 
such thing as “wrap around lighting”! There is only the illusion of light, 

shadows. This maintains a proper light ratio that lends itself to good 
portraiture.  Your understanding of this concept will help you in all of your 
lighting set-ups.

Camera positioning on the projector and the alignment of the adapter ring in 
the lens tunnel is extremely important and if properly mounted on the 
projector allows the alignment of the camera lens through the lens tunnel.

Possible issues in alignment
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Distance of the projector lens from the beam-splitter. Generally speaking the 

spitter as possible.  But this can be adjusted so that you may bring the 
projector lens closer to or further from the beam-splitter. But as a general rule 
keep it closer to the bottom of the range. If you are adjusting the projector lens 

projector lens. This distance is calibrated by the H-shaped block that is 

shaped block.......order one from Virtual Backgrounds.
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Possible problems in alignment

55

What 
different 

alignment 
issues may 

look like on a 
light 

background

What 
different 

alignment 
issues may 

look like on a 
dark 

background

Possible problems in alignment
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Set screws for the Beam-Splitter 
adjustment

The next possibility is the 
beamsplitter alignment. On all of the 
machines the beamsplitter is aligned 
by the production facility.  Using the 
set screws for the Beam-Splitter 
adjustment, the customer only has to 

the block that so that it is then, in the 
correct position for proper alignment.
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Possible issues in alignment

57

subject or subjects or all around the subject.   Position a single subject in 
front of the camera and make an exposure.  If the edge shadow is clearly 
only on one side, you may be dealing with an alignment issue.  Your camera 
may not be properly mounted on your projector.

Another cause for all around shadow is having the subject too far from 
the background and the camera too close to the subject.  Generally keep 
the subject 3-4 feet from the background and then the camera at least 6-8 
feet from the subject.  You would not want to have the subject be 4 feet 
from the background and the camera 4 feet from the subject.  This can 
cause a shadow.  It might be even better if the subjects were just three feet 
from the background and the camera 8 to 10 feet from the subject but this 
is usually not necessary.

Possible problems in alignment
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If the edge shadow seems to be clear around the subject, you are 
probably dealing with an issue related to the relative focal length of the 
projection lens vs. the relative focal length of the camera lens.  In most 
cases, this can be handled by adjusting the distance between the front of 
the projection lens to the beam-splitter and/or the distance the front of the 
camera lens is from the beam-splitter.  Generally, it is important to have the 
front of the camera lens slightly closer to the beam-splitter than the front of 
the projection lens.  The projection lens is easily moved up and down on the 
VB Optima, and VB Optima Machine.  When the projection lens can be 
moved, move it in ½ inch or 1 inch increments and refocus the slide.   
Eliminating this edge shadow has been made more complicated because of 
using a zoom lens on the projector. Combine that with using a long zoom 
lens on the camera, and you may run into issues in alignment.
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Possible problems in alignment
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A solution is possible by not using some of the longer focal length 
positions on your camera lens.  For example, you may be using a 35 to 200 

to 200 mm range if this causes a shadow, which you probably would not 
normally use anyway in the typical portrait sitting.  You will maximize the 
settings on your projector for the portion of the zoom range you regularly use 
for portraits.

Another factor in edge shadow is body hair.  If you are photographing a 
subject that has a lot of dark arm hair, the hair will look like an edge shadow 
but in reality, it is just dark hair.  There is nothing to do.  Hair is hair.  In the 
same way, sweaters can appear to have a shadow which is really the fuzz on 
the sweater.  Hair and sweater fuzz can be minimized with some side or back 
lighting on the subject.  Customers are not even aware of this, but this can be 
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Setting Projector Lens Focus
(factory preset)

Focus Jig (H-shaped block) insures correct
Projector focus that is set at the factory

55

Improper spacing will not give 
desired results

WRONG SPACINGWRONG SPACING

Use the focus jig provided, to set the correct distance between the lens 
mount board and the condenser table.

H-shaped block
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“Red Eye” Issues

61

When the room lights are low, pupils dilate and become larger, thus 
allowing more light into the eyes which may occasionally cause the “red 
eye” effect if using a light colored slide. 

“Red Eye” Issues in Slide Choices

62

Slides that are very bright and projected bright, can contribute to the “red 
eye” issue because you are sending more light into the eye at camera 
level. This is not an issue very often and can usually be alleviated if you 
turn up the lights in the studio or have a light shining onto the subject 
from camera position, thus causing the pupils to become smaller.

Red eye

No Red eye
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A simple way to control the amount of Red Eye is to mount an LED light 
directly over the shroud on the projector and shine it on the Subject.  This 
causes the Subject’s pupils to contract and reduces the chance of getting 

camera to focus on the subject.

“Red Eye” Reduction light

3 different carriers for slides or designer disks

Single Slide Triple Slide Slide/Designer Disk 
64
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Slide holders have a unique feature that is very important.  The raised lip 
is to stop stray light from the projector, from casting a shadow of your 

subject on the screen behind the subject.

Bottom of slide goes against the lip 
which is facing towards the 

screen.

Bottom Bottom of slide 

Bottom of slide 
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Important!

Lip is towards the 
screen!

Lip is towards the 
screen!

Example

66

Slide holders have a unique feature that is very important.  The raised 
lip is to stop stray light from the projector, from casting a shadow of 
your subject on the screen behind the subject.

Lip must be 
towards screen if 
not, this example 
of shadow may 

happen.

Improper setup of the slide holder can cast this type 
of shadow on the screen, when projector is tilted 

forward.

Bottom of slide 

Bottom
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Six Shooter Carousel and other options
The Six Shooter Carousel allows for Six Slides to be used,

 just by turning the carousel wheel

Designer Disks, 
Holder and Gels

Beam
Splitter

Beam Splitter removal bolts
68

Coweling

Removing 
Coweling

Removing 
Beam Splitter

Beam Splitter removal bolts

Disassembling the VB Express Projector in changing 
to the Optional Wide Vue Beam Splitter
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Wider Beam
Splitter

Beam Splitter removal bolts 69

Wider 
Coweling

Conversion to Wider 
Beam Splitter

Assembling the Wide Vue Beam Splitter for the 
VB Express Projector

VB Express Power Supply and Controls
Photo Cell

Power Rheostat
Dial power up or down (when turning 

down press test to discharge capacitor

Sync Receptacle for mini 
plug

For a cord connection to the 
camera, radio slave or external 

light slave

On/Off Power

On/Off Modeling

Test Button

Ready Light
Red-charging
Green-ready

Power Cord Socket

S1/S2 

the camera, a radio slave or an external photo 
slave
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Getting started

71

Photo Cell...

Receives light from the main 

background. This is used by 
most photographers. Push S1 

connected to either the 
camera, a radio slave or an 
external photo cell. Push S2 

(out) to use the built in 
photo cell.

PC Connector Mini Stereo plug72

use this method, you must still have a way to trigger your main light such as a 
radio or infrared sending unit hooked to your camera.
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Using Pocket Wizards

Sets off main lights
Syncs Power/Projector to 

Camera
73

Syncing the projector to the Camera

using a photo cell trigger.

Using an external
Photo Cell Slave

74

Another technique to 

Flash.

Can be turned toward main light, 
thus enabling it to catch more light
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VB Optima Power Pack
Photo Cell

Power Rheostat
To power up or down (when 
turning down press test to 

discharge capacitor

Sync Receptacle for 
mini plug

For a cord connection to the 
camera, radio slave or external 

light slave

On/Off Power

On/Off Modeling Test Button

Ready charge alarm

Power Cord

Photo Cell on/off 

the camera, a radio slave or an external Light 
slave
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Putting up your VB Screen

76

material to give it protection....KEEP THIS MATERIAL AND THE STRAPS!

Make sure your hands are clean or use the white cotton gloves provided.

Ideally, have someone help you lift the screen to its intended mounting 
place, but if you do not have someone.... it is ok to lift it carefully by yourself 
and put it in place by not extending your stands and lifting one end at a time 
for mounting.  Of course, if you are putting it up higher .... ask for some 
assistance from someone.
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Putting up your VB Screen
There are also two set screws (one on each side) for 1 of two separation 

poles that is Velcro’d into place when rolled up.  The roll up crank is located on 
the right side of the screen and is up against a pin stop (one of several at 
different increments). When you hold the crank, pull out and start rotating 
counterclockwise and the screen will begin to roll down (provided you have 
released the velcro straps).  After one turn, lock the crank against a stop and 
loosen the set screws to pull the separation bar out and away from the rolled 
up screen.  After pulling out the bar you can then tighten the set screws to 
lock the separation bar into place.  This keeps the black mesh screen away 

Spacer bar
Spacer bar release knob

Spacer bar

Putting up your VB Screen
After mounting your screen on the wall mounts or the stands.  Now you can 

ground as to cause the screen and/or the black mesh to be bunched up.  If not 
hanging straight you will possibly see some patterns on the background in 
your images.

You are now ready to use your screen.

78

Spacer bar

Spacer bar release knob Velcro to hold  weighted bar to

spacer bar when rolled up
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Putting up your VB Screen

79

Spacer bar

Spacer bar release knob

Spacer bar

Spacer bar release knob Velcro to hold  weighted bar to

spacer bar when rolled up

Putting up your VB Screen

80

If using a permanent mount screen, be careful of your handling of the 
material....make sure your hands are extremely clean or use white cotten 
gloves.

Because of the black mesh material, static electricity does build up and will 
attract dust .... especially if you are not able to roll up your screen, as seen in 
the portable screens.  However, we do carry an Anti-Static Wand that will help 
keep your screen freer from dust because it eliminates the static electricity.  It 

spots” in your images.

The wand can be used as often as you like and will work on both the 
permanently mounted screen and the portable screen.

Hopefully it goes without saying that you should not poke or prod your 
screen with anything smaller or sharper than a refrigerator....lol.
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Storing your VB Screen

81

The ideal way of storing the portable screen (even if on the wall mounts), is 
rolled up with it wrapped in the original cover and straps.  If not on the wall 
and you have a carrying case, then keeping it wrapped and in the case would 
be the preferred method of storage.

It is important to note that the screen material is fragile and should not be 
touched by hands that are not freshly cleaned and free from any oils or other 
substances.

Also do not store it any way that will put pressure on separate points of the 
screen.  Support the entire length of the screen with a board or other material 

Possible issues with the 
Background Image

82

When using slides, dust can still be a problem and sometimes the problem 

If there is a pattern showing up on your slides like a weave or moire, 
chances are that it is the black mesh screen you are seeing, possibly caused 

screen.  This could be because the weighted bar at the bottom of the screen is 

Another cause could be the subject too close to the screen and because of 
your focus on your subject .... the background mesh is also in focus.
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If your Background images are too light, turn the power down and if they are 
too dark turn the power up.  In some instances there may be a use for a 

background is extremely light for even the lowest of power.  Other times you 
may have a slide that is extremely dense and does not let very much light get 
through.  Slides like these are pretty much useless and should be disposed of, 
or changed.

If your background is crooked in the image.... be more careful when looking 

what you get.

If the light falling on your subject is too bright or too dim..... USE A LIGHT 
METER to set up correct lighting.  Too many photographers think that lighting 
is correct by looking at the back of the camera and they are usually incorrect.

Possible issues with the 
Background Image
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Lighting can be done many ways with many different light sources.  The best 
way to light is to use a light meter to set your lights.

Softboxes with a recessed edge are the best to use.  Umbrellas can be used 

everywhere.

You do not need a huge soft box.... in fact smaller (within reason) is better 
(2x3 or 3x4) and the perception that you have to point your softbox at your 
subject matter is completely false.  With the VB System, feathering your light 
off of the background will give you much better results. (see lighting set-up 
examples)

The number of lights that can be used is up to you and your skills at lighting.  
Sometimes though, simplicity is the best & easiest way to do the job.

Possible issues with the 
Background Image
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Full length images with your 
VB System

85

There is no problem when wanting to use your VB system to capture full 
length images of your subject.

the background just like you would do when using a short muslin or canvas.

would be the best. Others do this or use muslins that match the color scheme 
that you are using. Some will use plants or pieces of furniture to block the 

black tooling all along the edge.

The idea is to take the focus off of that straight line and make the scene 
believable.  Here are some examples of full length.

Full length images with
your VB System
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Part  3

Lighting Set Ups
A wide variety of lighting setups will work the the VB System,

but the key is Light Control.
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Great photography is 
priceless....BUT... it requires 

photographic skills!

A good expression does not 
mean.... great photography!
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Flat Lighting
This is what most

AMATEURS do!

Flash on
Camera

90

Let’s start with
background light ... light only 
coming from the background. 

Professionals 
build a portrait 

with light!

Background
Light

Background
Light

1 or 2 Background
Lights can be used
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This light accents the hair and 
shoulders and starts to give the 

image a 3 dimensional look.

Hair light is 
now added

Hair
Light

92

Again...this starts to give a 3 
dimensional sculpting look.

Next comes the 
Accent light.

Accent
Light
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This light puts the catch light in 
the eyes and detail in the face.

Now we add the
Main light

Main
Light
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Finally, to lighten the shadow 

added and used in conjunction 
with the main light.

Fill Light
Option 2

Option 1

This is the wrap-around effect. 

that we may see more detail.
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Amateur Lighting Professional Lighting
Great Photography Starts with Professional Lighting
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Not Retouched Retouched with a
vignette added
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Flash on camera...
Amateur style

Professional Lighting
& Retouched

Great Photography Starts
with Professional Lighting

Obtaining a Black 
Background

98
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After setting your lights and making sure you 
projector is ready to use..... 

1.  Shut off the projector.... leave your subject lighting on, then 
take a couple of properly exposed (for your subject) images

2.  Study your image and make sure the background is totally 
black and not grayish in color

3.  If the background is grayish, and not rich black, then adjust 
your light away from the background and/or add a barndoor to 
help control light spill on the background.

4.  Your goal is good lighting on your subject and a black 
background

99

Importance of a Black Screen

100

Gray Screen with washed 
out scenic background

Good Black Screen with no 
washout on background

Rich colors in your background are evident 
when you have a black screen to start with.

A grayed out screen gives a washed 
out look when a slide is used.
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The use of umbrellas, is more problematic than a softbox, in 
keeping the light off of the background.  Umbrellas can still 

Larger soft-boxes, when closer to the background may also 
give you some problems.  Avoid very large soft-boxes in 
smaller areas, stay with mid-sized, recessed soft-boxes 
instead.

A soft-box with no recess, can cause some of the same light 
control problems.  Instead, use a recessed soft-box.  VB has a 

101

 VB has a wonderful asymmetric soft-box that can also be 
purchased. It provides a great lighting.
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Asymmetrical Softbox
(One side longer than the other)

Shorter

Longer
Shorter side Longer side

An Asymmetrical Soft-box
where one side longer than the other allows for stronger light from

the short side to giving a nice fall off of light on the long side
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Aperture and Shutter Speed 
Your aperture is best at about F5.6-8.0 @ ISO 100.  From time to time 

bright as a background.  If set at a higher ISO, you may have problems of 
light from the Projector actually showing up on your subject when using a 
light colored background with the power too high.  When setting your 

Most cameras will only sync up to 250th of a second but 125th is best 
suited in most cases.

REMEMBER THIS:  These are guidelines from our experience.... however if 
you need to try something else...it is ok to try.  If, for some reason you need 
to shoot your subject at a lower (numerically) aperture on a lighter 
background (meaning the background will be too light....then use the 
aperture on the projector lens to darken (f5.6) the background (normally 
kept at 3.5), but remember to reset it back to f3.5.
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Basic
Lighting Diagrams.
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How to light and not light your subject.
Both of these are good setups

 and simple to do

Using one light for both hair and accent Hair Light Accent Light

Main LightMain Light
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How not to light!
This may cause washout on your background

Lights are too close & too 
direct on the background

Lights are too close & too 
direct on the background

Lights are too close & too 
direct on the background

Fill
Fill
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Too much light may be hitting the screen, especially with the light too close to the screen.
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Main Light Fill Main Light

Hair Light

Accent 
Light

Accent 
Light

Fill

Main Light with a Fill Light on the same side 
gives you more of a wrap around “effect”
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Main Light

Accent 
Light

Simple Setup with 1 Accent Light

108

Camera

Example
next page
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Simple Setup with 1 Accent Light
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Main Light

Hair Light

110

Example
next page

Simple Setup with 1 Accent Light
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Main Light

Accent 
Light

111

Simple Setup with 1 Accent Light

Main Light

Hair Light

Accent 
Light

Accent 
Light

Simple set up with 2 accent lights
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Example
next page
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Simple set up with 2 accent lights

Main Light

Hair Light

114

Example
next page

Camera
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Main Light

Hair Light

Accent 
Light

Accent 
Light
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Main Light

Hair Light

Accent 
Light

Accent 
Light

Rembrandt Lighting

116

Example
next page

Camera
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Main Light

Hair Light

Accent 
Light

Accent 
Light

Rembrandt Lighting
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Main Light

Hair Light

Accent 
Light

Accent 
Light

Short Lighting

118

Example
next page
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Short Lighting
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Lighting the “mask” (in red) of the 
face. This type of lighting makes 

subject appear thinner because of 
shadow on opposite side from 

light.

“Mask” of face tinted red.

Main Light

Hair Light

Accent 
Light

Accent 
Light

Broad Lighting

120

Example
next page
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Broad Lighting

Lighting all or 
part of the 

“mask” of the 
face along with 
the side of the 
face.  It makes 

the subject 
appear heavier.

Main Light

(underneath)

Hair Light

Glamour Lighting
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Extreme angle from above

Example
next page

Example
next page
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Glamour Lighting
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Event Lighting

124

Main Light Fill light 

Hair Light

Example
next page

F8.0  F5.6
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Event Lighting

125

F8.0  F5.6

The Ultimate in Being 
Creative

126

Customize for your client!
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Saving time

127

The VB system gives the ability to change backgrounds in fraction 
of the time it takes to change a muslin or canvas, or physically 

move to a new location. More variety can generate greater 
customer satisfaction and increased sales.
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Color Correction Filters
Virtual Backgrounds offers a set of Color Correction Filters which 
are very weak shades in order to cool or warm a background.  If 
your background does not seem to harmonize in color with the 

to warm it or cool it in relation to the subject.
No Color Correction Gel Warming Color Correction Gel
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Backgrounds are everywhere. Have fun making your 
own.  Abstract backgrounds that harmonize with the 

client are very popular today and very simple to create.
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Creating Your Own 
Photography Backgrounds

Backgrounds can be anything such as these plastic trays 
from Dollar Tree

Total
Cost:  
$3.50

4 plastic backgrounds that can be mixed with each other and gels 

Cutout into squares & rectangles... 
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Creating Your Own 
Photography Backgrounds
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And the results from some of the pieces of plastic 
being used for backgrounds.....

These images were done in an unusual 
place, as seen in the next slide

131

Creating Your Own 
Photography Backgrounds

132

You can set the VB system up in the smallest of 
places..... like an Apartment Living Room!  As 
seen below...
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A Realistic Look!

133

Done in that same Apt living room.....

Lighting correctly is necessary!

If you are using outdoor scenes for slides, make sure you can 
match the lighting in your studio to the outdoor light of the 
slide, otherwise it will not be believable.

Outdoor scenes are not the best choice for inkjet printing of 
slides.... not enough density nor clarity can be printed on an 
inkjet printer.

For most purposes 35mm slides are okay and somewhat 
cheaper.  Although, with the 2 x 2 format you are able to use 
more of the slide for both horizontal and vertical.
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Creating Your Own 
Photography Backgrounds

133
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A Realistic Look!
By turning off the Main Light and using an orange gel 

this image is made totally believable.
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If you are using outdoor or realistic scenes for slides, 
make sure you can match the lighting in your studio to 
the lighting of the slide, otherwise it will not be 
believable.

Outdoor or realistic scenes are not the best choice for 
inkjet printing of slides.... there is not enough density nor 
clarity that can be printed on an inkjet printer.

Creating Your Own 
Photography Backgrounds
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When thinking about the backgrounds that you want, think 
about textures, lighting and depth that can be used in multiple 
situations.

Not everyone is going to want the Italian winery, or the Eiffel 
Tower.

Non distinctive or abstract backgrounds with directional light 
are perfect.

backgrounds .... especially if you are printing them on an 
inkjet printer.
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Creating Your Own 
Photography Backgrounds

Your Phone
Camera

+ =

Picture of wall Inkjet background
slide with red gel
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Creating Your Own 
Photography Backgrounds
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FUNDAMENTAL RULE
Take pictures of PEOPLE with Backgrounds.......

NOT backgrounds with People!
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It is better to error towards being too dark rather than being too light.

CREATING YOUR OWN 
PHOTOGRAPHY BACKGROUNDS

Designer disks or GobosTranslucent pieces of 
plastic and bubble wrap
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Using gels

Gel into gel holder 
(just above slide)

Camera lens seeing 
what is projected on 

screen

Gel

A designer disk
is added

141

Also used for solid color 
backgrounds

Making your own backgrounds
using pieces of plastic, a designer disk,

and a colored gel
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Piece of plastic, a designer disk,
and a colored gel set up

Positioning the plastic, designer 
disk and gel

Using the slide tray as a light 
blocker

143
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Instant Color Harmony
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The results using a different Designer Disk
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Can use this in focus and 
out of focus for different 

looks.

CREATING YOUR OWN 
PHOTOGRAPHY BACKGROUNDS
Using plastic, bubble wrap, gels and textures
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MORE EXAMPLES
Using gobos with scenes, plastic, gels 
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Examples of Customizable 
inkjet slide backgrounds

153

Make Custom Slides for Seniors

154

Inkjet Slide Resulting Image

Using Clients name in Slide

Names and years can be added to the custom 
slide and will excite the client.
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Inkjet slides for Seniors
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Variety of textures and gels make for great 
backgrounds.

Images taken with an iPhone of a “wall” and of 
“ice cubes from ice tea” make great 

backgrounds
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IceWall
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Slides grouped 
together to print 

on an inkjet 
printer reduces 

cost of each slide 
to a negligible 

amount.
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Color Harmony is so easy to achieve
with the use of colored gels 
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Changing backgrounds in seconds.....

165

Creating one of a kind images
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Concentrate on creating images no amateur can do along with 
images other professionals cannot do
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Special Effects are easy to do, limited only 
by your imagination!

Creating one of a kind images
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Full length images are easy to do!
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Overlap of the two screens

Jig that holds extra 
screen (1 needed)

Examples on next page....

4 - 12’-13’ Tall Heavy 
Duty light stands are 
needed.  These two 

screens make a 
background that is 18’ 

wide and 8’ tall.
18 feet of Background Screen

Combining of 2 9ft Screens
for Dance Schools 

170

Overlap of the two screens

Combining of 2 9ft Screens
for Dance Schools 

Strip Accent Light
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Different Backgrounds in a matter of seconds!

Combining of 2 9ft Screens
for Dance Schools 

172

Because it is a projection system and not green 

camera:  What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG)!

Combining of 2 9ft Screens
for Dance Schools 
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Overlap of the 
two screens

The line where the two 
screens meet is easily 

Lightroom.  This allows for 
combining screens to make 

one very large screen.

More examples of using 2 screens
Screen 1 Screen 2

Screen 1 Screen 2

With the combination of one 9’w x 8’h screen 
& one 8’w x 8’h you can conceivably have a 

screen for Dance Studios of 8’h x 17’w

Imagine
....the possibilities

Combining of 2 9ft Screens
for Dance Schools 
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Overlap of the 
two screens

The line where the two 

with Photoshop or 
Lightroom.  This allows for 
combining screens to make 

one very large screen.

Screen 1 Screen 2

Healing brush in Light room and can be applied to 
multiple photos

Lightroom/Photoshop adjustments to using 
a double screen

Screen 1 Screen 2

Imagine
....the possibilities
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Change backgrounds in seconds.....

+ Soft warming gel

Textured Plastic

=

175

+

Textured Plastic

=

Background In Focus Background Darkened

176

Change backgrounds in seconds.....
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+

Textured Plastic

=

Background Out of Focus Background Zoomed

177

Change backgrounds in seconds.....

By adding some texture, gels and adjusting the
focus, the background is different in each image.
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Change backgrounds in seconds.....
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=

Background Out of Focus

Darken slightly and change 
background focus
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Change backgrounds in seconds.....

+ Soft warming gel =

Background Out of Focus
with gel lightened

Lighten background

Background Out of Focus
with gel
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Change backgrounds in seconds.....
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+ Soft warming gel =

Background Out of Focus
with designer disk

Lighten background

Designer Disk

Background Zoomed and 
Out of Focus

with designer disk
181

Change backgrounds in seconds.....

182

Are You Really Creative?
1. Do you really need that new Camera?  Most likely not .... you 
probably just want it.....
2. Will the new camera make your images better?  Not 
necessarily..... you’re the photographer!
3. Will a new camera make you more creative?   Your mind 
makes you creative, not the camera.
4.   You just spent several 
thousand dollars on a new camera..... duh!

“Challenge yourself and
believe in what you can do, not your equipment”.

If you believe you can....then you can!
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When I started in the Photography business, I concentrated on 
Weddings.  I liked the idea of doing all the pictures of the Bride & 
Groom ahead of the ceremony, but doing it in a very special way.  All 
of the other seasoned photographers in my local area told me my 
idea would never succeed in NC.  “NOBODY”, they said, would do 
that.  I said, “If that is what you believe, then you are right, but I feel 
differently.” That being said, I introduced the “all the pictures 
before, done in a special way” option to my brides and the response 
was immediate. Over the last 18 years my average of brides doing 
the pictures ahead of time has been between 85-90%.  My point 
is...... I believed I could do it, and I was successful.  It comes down 
to your faith in yourself and your tenacity to get it done.  If you 
believe you can .... then you can.

How Creative Are You?
continued

184

To illustrate the point, I did an 
experiment that I had not tried 
before. It follows on the next 

page.  
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I did a Self-Portrait..... 

The catch?

ONLY a Hair Light (behind me) and 

Hair Light Strobe and a VB System, gives you everything you need 
to do what seems like the impossible.

Hairlight

186

Self-Portrait..... 

Lighting Diagram Next....
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Lighting diagram for “Hair Light Portrait”

Panel

Hair Light 
ONLY

High 

Low 

Projector & Camera
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Can You imagine A More Powerful Tool 
Than A Virtual Backgrounds System....

To help you be more creative

To enable you to create more variety with minimal effort

To impress your clients with your “magic”

To Increase your sales averages and gather more business

Imagine
....the possibilities
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Primary Reasons for having a Studio that is 
equipped with the Virtual Backgrounds System

1.  Studio Photography adds a new dimension to the
     variety a photographer can offer clients.

2.  Many of today’s Professional Photographers do not
     have Studios.

3.  Most Amateurs do not have Studios.

4.  Having a Studio gives validation to a Photographer’s
     Business.
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There is no substitute for actual hands on experience.  In the VB Workshop, we learn the 
total integration of backgrounds, lighting, posing, props and more.  We also discuss a wide 
variety of ways to market your business using virtual backgrounds.

We cannot over emphasize the importance of attending one of our workshops in San 
Marcos, Texas.  It is also important that you read everything that comes available on virtual 
backgrounds including the new book, Background Power!  You can also sign up for our 
monthly electronic newsletter, The Backgrounder, by going to www.virtualbackgrounds.net.  If 

to email sample photographs to us for evaluation.  You have every reason to be successful!  
With just a little practice and creativity, you’ll soon be producing great work that will please 
your customers and help you acquire new customers.

You will also want to increase your collection of backgrounds by acquiring slides from our 
stock images as well as by making your own background images.  There are also a wide 
variety of other accessories available. 

We hope that you are able to achieve the same levels of success that so many of our 
owners report.  It’s out there.  You’ve got the right equipment.  Your clients will love the new 
magic you are able to produce for them, creating a product that they cannot do themselves.   
Now it’s up to you!

The VB Workshop Experience
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ADDENDUM TO VB WORKBOOK
VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL

VB Express Digital	 	 	 	 	 	 VB Optima Digital

New
!

192

ADDENDUM TO VB WORKBOOK
VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL

In early 2014, the introduction of VB DIGITAL projectors 
revolutionized Virtual Background's front projection systems.  
The success of Virtual Backgrounds has always been based on 
using slides to create backgrounds and has worked extremely 

making opportunities have been created.

                                        

VB Express Digital	 	 	 	 	 	 VB Optima Digital
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VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL

All of the basic techniques for using slides to create 
backgrounds still remain the same with digital with a few 
exceptions, which means this workbook is still a valid source 
of information.  The primary difference between slides and 
digital is in how the backgrounds are created and used with 
the client.  The major advantage comes in being able to 
produce custom backgrounds while the client is still in the 
camera room.  
opportunities.

The main difference between slides and digital is that with 

module) is replaced with a digital projector.

194

The slide version has a continuous modeling light for viewing 

whereas the digital version uses a brighter continuous light for 
both modeling and exposure. This means the background for 
viewing in the camera is much brighter than with the modeling 

projector. 

Because the digital projector uses continuous light for both 
viewing and capturing, the brightness of the background is 
controlled either by varying the shutter speed, aperture, or ISO 
of the camera.  Photographic knowledge of lighting and the 
relationships pertaining to exposures is a necessity.  Changes 
can also be made by adding or subtracting neutral density 

with the controls on the digital projector other than the focus 
for the background.

VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL
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When using the digital images from your tablet or phone to use 
as the backgrounds, you should make your own adjustments 
to the density, contrast, color, etc. This is done using software 
available on your computer, or even on your tablet or phone.  
There are free software apps that can be added to the source 

images, thus producing the desired results.  Examples of such 
software that can be added are Photoshop Touch, Photoshop 
Express, Snap Seed, and Aviary, just to mention a few. It is 
also possible, but not recommended for most photographers, 

the digital projector.

VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL
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If, for instance the background is too dark, then adjust the 
speed of the shutter to a slower speed, such as 1/30th to 1/15th 
of a second.  If the background is too light, then adjust the 
shutter speed to a faster speed, such as 125th   to darken the 

of the subject) with no problems.  Another method of 
controlling the brightness and darkness of backgrounds is to 

projector lens.  You can also work with continuous light on your 
subject, especially LED lights.

VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL
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Most of the time you will work at between 1/30 and 1/60 of a 
second at ISO 100.  You do have the option of using a higher f/
stop or a faster shutter speed when you increase the ISO. If you 
need to use a faster shutter speed, then raise the ISO to 

Do this when necessary.  REMEMBER THIS: JUST BECAUSE 
YOU CAN, DOES NOT MEAN YOU SHOULD. There can be 
drawbacks to higher ISO’s and faster shutter speeds. 
EXPERIMENT AND SEE WHAT IS GOOD FOR YOUR 

today’s digital cameras, you can also go higher than ISO 400 
and still get good results as long as normal room light doesn't 
began to appreciably affect your background.  A light meter 
should be used to accurately gauge your light.  Utilizing tools 
such as a light meter, produce professional results and the best 
images.

VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL
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Background color can be easily varied with digital projection 
using preferred software apps. Images can be manipulated to 
give the warmth or coolness for the desired background.  
Contrast can also be increased or decreased, along with the 
sharpness of the image. The projector allows you to change the 
focus of the background mechanically by using the zoom control 

the relationship between the subject matter and the background 
to be more correct or realistic. If the background is enlarged on 
the digital input device, it can then be moved around and made 

 Another 
way to affect background color is to use our color correction 

and quick.

VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL
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Background images can be captured with your DSLR, tablet, 
and even your cell phone camera with great results and there is 
no additional cost for the backgrounds.  Color saturation of the 
background with the digital projector is somewhat more 
intense than with slides and is a feature most photographers 
like, but can also be muted with software, if necessary. 

Because of the design of the projector lens, there is less 
chance of having edge shadow than happens when using 
slides.  Because the projector is on continuously, there is 

eye) than when one uses the slide method.

VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL
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backgrounds and use them instantly, and all at zero cost.  You 
can even have your subjects create their own backgrounds.  An 
example would be asking children to come to their session with 
drawings that they have made.  The photographer can quickly 
photograph these drawings with their smart phone camera or 
tablet, and immediately project that image as a background. 
Creating this kind of product gives parents an emotional tie and 
gives a reason to buy more images.  Although Virtual 
Backgrounds offers a large library of images to work with, you 
can also add your own images to your library of backgrounds. 
Imagine…you could have thousands of backgrounds available 
instantly and with no physical storage problems and be able to 
change from one background to another in seconds.  The 

 

VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL
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A possibly unique idea for an enterprising school photographer, is 
to start off by capturing an image of the child's own classroom, 
and then using it as a background for their school photos.  OR 
Another idea, is for the photographer to capture an image of the 
child's teacher and then use the teacher’s image as part of each 
child’s portrait. These ideas and techniques can be a key to the 
success of today’s photographers by having the ability to create 
a product most amateurs or professionals cannot do.  This is 
what Virtual Backgrounds is all about.  It enables you to amaze 
your clients with unique products no one else can produce.

VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL
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An entirely new application for Virtual Backgrounds, is to create 
backgrounds for various types of video conferencing such as 
making webinars, speeches, and possibly even for creating 
backgrounds for Skype calls.  The new digital system can also 
be used to create actual moving backgrounds…what we call 
video on video.  Using your VB digital system for various video 
conferencing applications opens many new doors for the 
photographer and videographer.

The professional can even become the video expert and 

productions with complementary backgrounds. The 
possibilities for creativity and increased sales, especially with 
the new digital projector are only limited by the photographer’s 
creative imagination.  

VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL
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The most obvious and sure road to success is to produce a 
product that customers are unable to produce on their own or 
get from most other professional photographers.

IMAGINE…the possibilities!  The new digital projector enables 

Virtual Projected Backgrounds are the only product today that 
amateurs do not have.  Virtual Backgrounds, gives the 
photographer the ability to provide clients with a unique 
experience. That experience will provide you with the 
opportunity for higher sales along with having more diversity in 
the products you sell. 

VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS GOES DIGITAL
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(512) 524-7085
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